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Migrants storm US border
IMMIGRATION » Border
Patrol fires tear gas at
crowd crossing wire
By CHRISTOPHER SHERMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

TIJUANA, Mexico — U.S.
border agents fired tear gas on
hundreds of migrants protesting near the border with Mexico
on Sunday after some of them
attempted to get through the
fencing and wire separating the
two countries, and American
authorities shut down border
crossings from the city where
thousands are waiting to apply
for asylum.
The situation devolved after the group began a peaceful

march to appeal for the U.S.
to speed processing of asylum
claims for Central American
migrants marooned in Tijuana.
Mexican police had kept them
from walking over a bridge leading to the Mexican port of entry,
but the migrants pushed past officers to walk across the Tijuana
River below the bridge. More police carrying plastic riot shields
were on the other side, but migrants walked along the river to
an area where only an earthen
levee and concertina wire separated them from U.S. Border
Patrol agents.
Some saw an opportunity to
breach the crossing.
An Associated Press reporter
saw U.S. agents shoot several
rounds of tear gas after some

migrants attempted to penetrate
several points along the border.
Mexico’s Milenio TV showed
images of migrants climbing
over fences and peeling back
metal sheeting to enter.
Honduran Ana Zuniga, 23,
also said she saw migrants
opening a small hole in concertina wire at a gap on the Mexican side of a levee, at which
point U.S. agents fired tear gas
at them.
Children
screamed
and
coughed. Fumes were carried
by the wind toward people who
were hundreds of feet away.
“We ran, but when you run
the gas asphyxiates you more,”
Zuniga
said while cradling
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A Central American migrant is stopped by U.S. agents who order him to
go back to the Mexican side of the border on Sunday, after a group of
migrants got past police in Tijuana.

HEALDSBURG » As city nears finish of its long-overdue traffic circle,
many prepare to celebrate, say goodbye to downtown construction chaos

Relief over roundabout

UK, EU
finalize
Brexit
terms

Prime Minister May
to work ‘heart and soul’
for Parliament’s OK
By STEPHEN CASTLE
AND STEVEN ERLANGER
NEW YORK TIMES
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Ignacio Aguirre works on the landscaping in the new roundabout at Healdsburg Avenue at Vine and Mill streets in Healdsburg on Nov. 8.
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

fter two long years, Healdsburg’s
new roundabout is just about
finished, finally providing a key
gateway to the city’s downtown — and
ending the anguish that residents and
local businesses said the project caused.
Billed as the solution to a clunky fiveway intersection, the highly touted project
fast became a multimillion-dollar headache, and in turn the butt of jokes around
town, on social media and in the region’s
infrastructure circles.
Those affected by more than a year

of setbacks during construction felt as
though they’d fallen, unwittingly, into a
running gag with no end.
“It will be quite a relief to have it finished,” admitted Larry Zimmer, Healdsburg’s public works director. “I’m looking
forward to not having to talk about the
roundabout again, or just looking forward
to talking about the great result instead of
the great difficulty in getting it done.”
Zimmer came aboard in January — at
the midpoint of the $10.3 million project
and just after the height of its unexpected
complications. The traffic circle, which
also has train tracks running through
it for a future Sonoma-Marin Area Rail

Transit service, was originally scheduled
to be completed in September 2017, but
faced 14 months of delays in part because
construction workers damaged underground utility lines and needed to replace
them.
The roundabout still needs some repairs, including fixing a chipped curb and
light pole, that Concord-based contractor
Bay Cities Paving & Grading will have to
address before the City Council can sign
off on its completion. But Zimmer said it’s
“essentially done” and a drastic improvement from what was previously the city’s
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BRUSSELS — More than four
decades after Britain tied itself
to its Continental neighbors,
Prime Minister Theresa May
obtained the approval of the
other 27 European Union members on a formal divorce pact
from the bloc, a
consequential
step
intended to take the
country on a
new, if unclear,
path.
The journey
has been long
and tortuous
Theresa
for both sides,
May
and the drama
is hardly over. May must still
get approval for the deal — a
dense, legally binding divorce
settlement and a set of political
promises for Britain’s future relationship with the bloc — from
an outspokenly unhappy British
Parliament.
Since Britons voted in 2016
to leave the European Union,
May has struggled to define
how closely they should remain
tied to Continental Europe, ultimately choosing a kind of middle way that has left many dissatisfied.
With her own Conservative
Party deeply divided and the
opposition Labour Party promising to vote the deal down, May
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State’s deadliest blaze fully contained
CAMP FIRE » Week’s rains aided battle; authorities
monitor burn areas for possibility of debris flows
By RUBEN VIVES
AND SONALI KOHLI
LOS ANGELES TIMES

More than two weeks after
the deadliest fire on record in
California swept through Butte
County, killing at least 85 people
and destroying 14,000 homes, officials announced Sunday that
the massive Camp fire was final-

ly 100 percent contained.
The devastating blaze, which
began on Nov. 8, scorched more
than 153,000 acres and destroyed
more than 18,000 structures, according to California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection officials.
The number of residents still
missing stands at 249, and thousands more have been displaced

by the massive blaze.
Light rains in the area have
assisted firefighters in extinguishing hot spots, but most
evacuations and road closures
remain in effect. More than
1,000 firefighters remain on site,
assisting with search and recovery efforts.
Full containment came as a
big relief for fire officials, who
noted that the rain helped. Full
containment was originally projected for Nov. 30, but the rain
helped speed up the process.

“We didn’t get mudslides, so
that was good,” said Brigitte
Foster, fire prevention officer
for Lassen National Forest and
spokeswoman for fire officials
regarding the Camp fire. “We
got enough to hamper down on
the fire.”
The rains also gave fire officials the ability to reduce the
number of fire personnel and
allow them to go home for the
holiday weekend.
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